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Abstract
Data centers have begun adapting to renewable energy sources
like wind and solar in recent years to reduce operational car-
bon emissions. As the percentage of renewables increases
in the electricity grid, time-shifting and space-shifting tech-
niques have been employed to gradually align data center
power usage with variable availability of renewable energy.

In this work, we propose a future computing architecture
where data centers around the globe rely primarily on solar
energy. To cope with the variation of solar power, we move
workloads away from locations at night and instead run
them at locations in daytime. We present the initial design
of this architecture, and raise several important questions
on how to transition from today’s mixed-energy-powered
data centers to future solar-powered data centers.

1 Introduction
Data center energy usage and carbon footprint have been
exploding rapidly thanks to the increasing computing de-
mands from artificial intelligence and machine learning, and
the move to the cloud [1]. To reduce their operational carbon
emissions, operators have begun exploring ways to better
adopt low-carbon renewable energy sources, like solar and
wind. This is a challenging problem because these renew-
ables often have variable availability, and thus there are
always times of day and locations where there’s little renew-
able energy available.

To address this variable availability issues, several studies
have looked into time-shifting and space-shifting techniques
to align data center power usage with the availability of re-
newables [3, 5–7]. Because data centers today are powered
by a mix of low-carbon renewables and high-carbon energy
sources, these studies have been focused on how to grad-
ually change existing data centers in response to growing
renewables, but ultimately data centers need to be powered
primarily by these time- and space-varying renewables.

In this paper, we explore a future computing architecture
where a series of globally-distributed data centers that are
powered primarily by solar. In order to reduce the use of
stable power that’s like high-carbon, we aggressively move
workloads to locations with ample solar power to reduce.
Because of the fairly predictable nature of solar power, we
can move workloads to “chase” the sun, as shown in Figure 1.
This can be achieved by reducing workloads at locations
where the sun is about to set and starting new workloads at
locations in their early morning hours.

We recognize that this design creates additional challenges
in workload scheduling and data center capacity, but future

Figure 1. Coarse-grain solar energy availability in globally-
distributed solar-powered data centers

renewable-based society may require more computing to be
powered by these variable renewables.

Thus in this work, we want to quantitatively evaluate the
cost of this solar-powered data center architecture, and com-
pare it with existing data centers that do not move workloads
around aggressively. In particular, we emphasize on these
questions:

• how to schedule workloads around these globally-
distributed solar-powered data centers?

• what’s the impact of moving to this renewable-based
architecture for each type of workload?

• what’s the additional hardware cost to support varying
amounts of workloads in this architecture?

• what’s the minimum stable power required to support
workloads that cannot be moved?

2 Globally-distributed Solar-powered Data
Centers

Our proposed architecture consists of a series of globally-
distributed data centers across multiple time zones, as shown
in Figure 1. This figure shows the daytime and nighttime
on a global scale, which is a coarse-grain approximation of
solar energy availability. A few data centers across different
time zones are shown here, which represents several major
public cloud locations.

Note that at any given time, there will always be roughly
half of the world lit by the sun, and thus up to half of the data
centers can directly use solar energy. Our goal is to run most
workloads at these locations to maximize solar energy usage
and move workloads away from locations at their nighttime.
As the earth rotates and the daytime region shifts westbound,
we can move workloads along with the sun.
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In this particular case, we can see that us-west and asia-
east are in daytime and us-east and eu-west are in night-
time. Thus it’s desired to run more workloads in these loca-
tions now. But as time goes by, we can see that us-west will
start to lose solar power as the sun sets. Thus we need to
stop assigning new workloads or stop existing workloads at
us-west, and instead, move or run new workloads at data
centers to its west, as shown in the arrows in Figure 1.

3 Challenges
Although solar-powered data centers can greatly reduce its
operational carbon footprints, this new architecture poses
several major challenges to how we run data centers:

3.1 Scheduling challenges
Careful scheduling of workloads across data centers

is needed. Given the distribution of data centers around the
globe, their solar availability may vary and thus we need
to schedule workload movement so that each data center
“hands off” its work when it starts to lose solar power. We
also need to consider the maximum capacity of each data
center, the available WAN bandwidth between data centers
and the time needed to complete the hand-off (section 3.2).

Not all workloads can be moved easily. Existing com-
mercial time-shifting solutions are often limited to internal
flexible workloads [6] to avoid SLO violation, and space-
shifting solutions are limited to short distances [3], due to
their high impact on latency [4]. However, in future solar-
powered data centers, such rigid workloads can incur too
much carbon emission. Thus it is desirable to move as many
workloads to “follow the sun” as possible, and we need to
quantitatively measure the impact of moving each type of
workload to determine the feasibility. This includes the over-
head of setting up a new runtime, duplicating the input data,
copying input/output data among data centers, and for on-
line services, higher latency and WAN usage.

3.2 Capacity challenges
Additional WAN capacity is needed to absorb migra-

tion traffic. As shown in [3], even moving VMs between
three data centers within a small region can result in up to
40% of existing WAN capacity. To support continuous work-
load movement around the globe, we need to measure the
additional WAN bandwidth needed to move these workloads,
and apply techniques like pause-and-restart [7], careful se-
lection of replication sites and planned replication ahead
of time. Furthermore, this can impact workload scheduling
decisions, as workloads depending on large amounts of data
need to wait longer for data transfers to start running.

Extra hardware capacity is needed to absorb larger
power variations of renewable energy sources. Due to the
variation of available renewable power, future data centers

will likely have higher fluctuation in loads across times of
day [2]. This will be especially true for solar-powered data
centers where there’s a clear daily pattern. To accommodate
such power fluctuation, operators can either increase pro-
cessor frequency (at higher energy costs, but less of an issue
when using abundant solar energy) or purchase additional
hardware, which will increase the embodied carbon foot-
print of data centers [2]. Thus, careful consideration must be
taken to balance the reduction in operational carbon emis-
sions and the increase in embodied carbon footprint, and it’s
important to determine the scale of power fluctuation in this
solar-powered data center model.

4 Conclusion
In this work, we explore a future computing architecture
where data centers around the globe are primarily powered
by solar, and we shift workloads to “chase” the sun to reduce
the use of other high-carbon energy sources.

Although this design may introduce additional scheduling
and capacity challenges, it is a necessary step to reduce the
operational carbon footprint of data centers. We lay out the
major challenges to transition today’s data centers to this
future architecture, and plan to incorporate further quanti-
tative analysis to determine the cost and feasibility of such
approach.
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